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Minimum mass cast glass structures under 
performance and manufacturability constraints 

Anna Maria Koniari, Charalampos Andriotis* and Faidra Oikonomopoulou* 

Faculty of Architecture & the Built Environment, Delft University of Technology, 
Delft, The Netherlands 

Abstract. This work develops a computational method that produces algo-
rithmically generated design forms, able to overcome inherent challenges re-
lated to the use of cast glass for the creation of monolithic structural compo-
nents with light permeability. Structural Topology Optimization (TO) has a 
novel applicability potential, as decreased mass is associated with shorter an-
nealing times and, thus, considerably improved manufacturability in terms of 
time, energy, and cost efficiency. However, realistic TO in such structures is 
currently hindered by existing mathematical formulations and commercial 
software capabilities. Incorporating annealing constraints into the optimiza-
tion problem is an essential feature that needs to be accommodated, whereas 
the brittle nature of glass invokes asymmetric stress failure criteria that can-
not be captured by conventional ductile plasticity surfaces or uniform stress 
constraints. This paper addresses the approximation problems in the evalua-
tion of principal stresses while concurrently incorporating annealing-related 
manufacturing constraints into a unified TO formulation. A mass minimiza-
tion objective is articulated, as this is the most critical factor for cast glass 
structures. To ensure the structural integrity and manufacturability of the 
component, the applied constraints refer both to the glass material/structural 
properties and to criteria that ensue from the annealing and fabrication pro-
cesses. The developed code is based on the penalized artificial density inter-
polation scheme and the optimization problem is solved with the interior-
point method. The proposed formulation is applied in a planar design domain 
to explore how different glass compositions and structural design strategies 
affect the final shape. Upon extraction of the optimized shape, the structural 
performance of the respective 3D structures is validated with respect to per-
formance constraint violations using the Ansys software. Finally, brief guide-
lines on the practical aspects of the manufacturing process are provided.  

Keywords: topology optimization, structural glass, brittle materials, mass minimiza-
tion, nonlinear programming, cast glass, reduced annealing. 

1 Introduction 

Cast glass has been recently highlighted as a material with large shaping potential for 
the design of monolithic load-bearing structures that allow for spatial and light conti-
nuity [1, 2]. Particularly, casting allows to create free-form transparent or translucent 
structural elements that escape the two-dimensionality of float glass panes and fully 
exploit the glass properties, such as the great compressive strength, which is higher than 
that of conventional building materials, including wood, steel, and concrete [1]. 
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Fig. 1. (from left to right) The Crystal Houses façade made of cast glass bricks / Mirror of 
Mt. Palomar telescope. Image source: Collection of the Rakow Research Library, The Corning 
Museum of Glass / Glass node (top) and floor (bottom) designed with TO. Image source: [2]. 

 Yet, the vast shaping potential of cast glass has, so far, been little explored in struc-
tural applications in architecture, hindered mainly by the lengthy annealing1 process 
that renders their production unrealistic because of the corresponding high energy and 
manufacturing costs [1, 2, 3]. The selected structural geometry and glass composition 
are the most critical factors for the annealing time needed [1]. Essentially, the annealing 
time increases exponentially when selecting a glass composition with higher thermal 
expansion coefficient or when enlarging the cross-sectional dimension of a glass com-
ponent [2, 4]. In the latter case, this results in limiting the existing architectural cast 
glass applications only to structures made of small glass bricks (Fig.1, left), so that the 
cross-sectional dimensions can be cooled down in a reasonable time [5, 6].  

However, the optimization of the stiffness-to-weight ratio of cast glass structures 
and/or the use of glass types with a lower thermal expansion coefficient can greatly 
reduce the annealing time needed allowing for larger overall dimensions [1]. The ben-
efits of applying these strategies have been well demonstrated by the cast glass honey-
comb mirror blanks of the giant telescopes (Fig.1, middle), since dimensions up to 8.4m 
in diameter have been achieved [7, 8] in a considerably reduced annealing time.  

In this regard, Topology Optimization (TO) has large potential for the design of 
massive cast glass structures (Fig.1, right), since it allows to reach structural forms that 
maximize stiffness with minimal mass and sparse geometries [2, 3]. This furnishes ad-
ditional benefits in fabrication time, embodied energy, and cost efficiency making such 
structures feasible to manufacture. Previous research utilizing commercial TO software 
successfully demonstrates the ability to engineer glass components of minimum mass, 
although it highlights the incompatibility of such TO software for the design with glass 
as structural material [2, 3]. This derives from the fact that such software is developed 
for conventional, mainly ductile, building materials and, thus, does not fully incorporate 
neither manufacturing constraints linked to annealing nor asymmetric principal stress 
constraints, that reflect the brittle nature of glass, in the formulation [2, 3]. In this light, 

 
 

1  The cooling process consists of phases with different cooling rates [4]. In this paper, only 
annealing is going to be considered since it is the lengthiest of all cooling phases, thus, having 
the larger effect on the total time needed. 
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this study investigates how the optimization problem can be formulated so that it par-
ticularly addresses the annealing time constraint, following similar approaches that 
have recently been developed in the direction of integrating manufacturing limitations 
in TO formulations for the creation of realistic algorithmic design workflows [9, 10].  

Regarding structural performance, the most critical factor in glass structures is ten-
sion since, besides its considerably lower strength value, accounting for less than 10% 
of the respective compressive strength, it can activate different fracture mechanisms in 
the component leading to failure even before the tensile stress reaches its allowable 
limit [6]. Therefore, it is essential that an individual evaluation of both principal stresses 
is incorporated into the TO formulation to converge into feasible results.  

The integration of principal stress  constraints within TO formulations is considered 
either with global stress values  [11, 12, 13, 14] or with local evaluation of stresses in 
each finite element. The latter has been proven to be more effective in the elimination 
of peak values converging, therefore, to more realistic results [13, 15, 16, 17]. However, 
there are inherent challenges in the integration of stress constraints into the optimization 
problem, related mainly to the large computational time needed. Thus, the evaluation 
of stresses is usually linked to the application of material failure criteria and, particu-
larly, the Von mises criterion [11, 12, 13, 14, 15, 17, 18] which refers to ductile mate-
rials. Regarding brittle materials, there are approaches which either investigate the 
asymmetric stress behavior through the application of the Drucker-Prager criterion [19, 
20, 21] or apply unified functions that can serve different failure criteria [16]. 

This paper addresses the aforementioned challenges of (i) annealing-related manu-
facturing constraints and (ii) asymmetric principal stress criteria within a uniform math-
ematical formulation for the establishment of a method that will contribute to the effi-
cient design of monolithic glass structures that are feasible to fabricate taking into full 
consideration the mechanical properties of glass. To do so, we develop a nonlinear pro-
gramming formulation within the concept of penalized artificial density interpolation 
[22] to optimize planar structural profiles. Accordingly, the solution algorithm code is 
coupled with plane stress quadrilateral finite elements and the optimization problem is 
solved with the interior-point method.  

2 Problem statement 

The optimization problem refers to a planar design domain Ωdes modeled with quadri-
lateral finite elements, formulated within the penalized density interpolation scheme as 
introduced in [22]. In this regard, the stiffness of each finite element is expressed in 
function of a pseudo-density value ρe which reflects the existence or absence of mate-
rial, such as: 

  𝐸(𝜌 ) = 𝐸 +  𝜌 (𝐸 − 𝐸 ) (1) 

 0 < 𝜌 ≤ 𝜌 ≤ 1,    𝑒 ∈ 𝛺 = 𝛺  ⊆ 𝑅 , 𝑛 = 2  

where p is the penalization value; E is the Young’s modulus of the material; E0 and ρmin  
are lower bounds for stiffness and pseudo-density, respectively, in order to avoid sin-
gularities of void elements; and Ωmat is the total material domain. Given that non-design 
domain is not considered, Ωdes equals Ωmat.  
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Additionally, a filtering technique is applied to address inherent numerical issues in 
TO such as the checkerboard problem [23, 24], which can result into unrealistic shapes. 
The adopted formulation applies a technique similar to image processing where the 
pseudo-density value of each element is derived as a weighted average of the element 
values inside a fixed neighborhood [23]. Instead of the compliance-based approach [14, 
21, 23, 24, 25, 26], in this paper the formulation is volume-based since it reflects better 
the posed problem of minimizing the mass, and has been proven to result in robust 
solutions [13, 17, 19, 20]. Thus, the objective is formulated as: 

 min 𝑉 =  ∫ 𝑡𝜌 𝑑𝛺 ,    𝑒 ∈ 𝛺 = 𝛺 ⊆ 𝑅 , 𝑛 = 2 (3) 

where t is the thickness of the structure. 
In total, six different types of constraints are applied in the TO formulation. The struc-

tural constraints refer to global equilibrium, compliance, displacement, and principal 
stresses (both tension and compression individually) and are formulated as:  

 𝐊𝐔 = 𝐅 (4)  

 
(𝛒)

≤ 1,   𝑐(𝛒) =  ∑ 𝐔𝐞
𝐓𝐊𝐞𝐔𝐞 ,   𝑐 =  𝑎 𝑐  ,    (5) 

 𝑢 <   𝑙,     𝑒 ∈ 𝛺 = 𝛺  ⊆ 𝑅 , 𝑛 = 2 (6) 

 𝜌
( ) ,

,
 ≤ 1,     𝑒 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 (7) 

 𝜌
( ) ,

,
 ≤ 1,     𝑒 = 1,2, … , 𝑁 (8) 

where ρ is the vector of the pseudo-densities2; K, 𝐊𝐞 are the global and element stiff-
ness matrices, which are functions of 𝐸(𝜌 ); U, Ue are the global and element matrices 
referring to the nodal displacements; F is the global load matrix; c0 is the compliance 
calculated for the full domain; 𝑐  is the allowable compliance limit; αc is the respective 
fraction percentage; μ is the Poisson’s ratio; 𝑢  is the maximum nodal displacement; 
l is the total length of the structure under consideration here; q is the exponent related 
to the ‘qp’ approach for stress constraint relaxation as discussed in [18, 19] in order to 
address the singularity problem [27] and avoid the creation of zero stresses in void 
elements; σcomp,e and σten,e are the compressive and tensile stresses extracted locally per 
finite element, respectively; and σcomp,lm and σten,lm are the compressive and tensile 
strength limits defined according to the glass material properties, respectively. 

It is noted that only the constraints related to the displacement and principal stresses 
serve to ensure the structural integrity of the design and are directly formulated accord-
ing to the glass material properties. The compliance constraint is mainly defined by the 
end user following a strategy as described in [19] and contributes to the overall perfor-
mance of the algorithm by guiding the simulation faster to an optimal result.  

 
 

2 All the variables highlighted in bold refer to vectors and matrices. 
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The last constraint refers to the annealing time limit and is formulated according to 
the maximum length scale approach [26]. The maximum cross-sectional dimension dmax 
is defined through considering primarily the maximum dimension that can be annealed 
in the set time limit based on the respective annealing rate [4] and the glass composition 
input. In this light, input based on different glass types is applied to evaluate the extent 
to which such changes affect the final outcome. Lastly, the need for homogeneous mass 
distribution in the geometry is also considered as a maximum limit to prevent large 
cross-sectional differences and uneven cooling that could cause local stress concentra-
tions and breakage right from the cooling process. In total, dmax is expressed as: 

 

𝑑 = min( 𝑑 , 𝑑 ) ,  𝑑 = ,  

 
 

 
 

 
     (10) 

where 𝑑  is calculated adopting the formula by CelSian Glass & Solar and refers to 
the maximum cross section to be annealed in the set time limit 𝑇 ,  ; 𝑑  is the 
maximum cross section to ensure homogeneous mass distribution; σres is the maximum 
allowable permanent residual stress in the glass article; ΔΤ is the annealing temperature 
range; αex is the thermal expansion coefficient; ρmat is the material density; cp is the 
specific heat capacity; λ is the thermal conductivity; and b is a factor based on the shape 
of the cross section and its capability to radiate heat. 

3 Numerical results 

3.1 Design problem 

The case study refers to a bridge spanning 4.20m, whose demand of tensile strength 
poses an additional challenge to the optimization problem. Moreover, any compro-
mised transparency due to the complexity of the optimized form can serve as an ad-
vantage in this case, as it prevents an influence in the depth perception of the visitors, 
which in turn could decrease their confidence while walking on a completely transpar-
ent glass surface. The overall shape, dimensions and boundary conditions are defined 
based on the needs of an interior bridge placed in the Great Court at the British museum 
[28]. Additionally, redundancy and safety issues are considered while defining the de-
sign strategy. The total slab is divided along the transversal axis into two identical mon-
olithic components, while laminated float glass sheets cover their upper surface [29] 
(Fig. 2). The latter also prevent from direct impact stresses on the load-bearing glass 
structure, which can be equally critical with far-field stresses for glass articles due to 
the risk of activating initial defects and fracture mechanisms [30]. The design domain 
refers to the characteristic planar longitudinal profile of the individual monolithic com-
ponent without the top glass sheets.  
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Fig. 2. Design strategies for redundancy and safety: (a) Division into two individual components 
(b) Float glass sheets (c) Design domain Ωdes. 

Self-weight 
of slab (p) 

(kN/m2) 

Float glass 
sheets (p) 

(kN/m2) 

People (l) 

(kN/m2) 

Maintenance (l) 

(kN/m2) 

Safety 
factor – 

permanent 
loads 

Safety  
factor – 

live loads 

9.8 1.2 5 0.4 1.2 1.5 

Table 1. Permanent (p) loads, live (l) loads, and safety factors. 

The respective permanent and live loads are applied uniformly at the upper surface 
of the design domain according to Eurocode 1, Chapter 6 for museums (Table 1). They 
are only applied along the vertical direction since any lateral loads, such as due to wind, 
are eliminated, given that the example refers to an interior slab.  

3.2 Optimization formulation  

For the finite element modeling, symmetry in terms of design domain, load application 
and boundary conditions is exploited, in order to reduce the total computational time 
and power needed for the algorithm to converge and, thus, improve its performance. 
The mesh is divided into 3150 quadrilateral finite elements (0.02m*0.02m), but only 
half of the respective pseudo-density values are inserted as design variables in the op-
timization solver. The total structure is generated as a reflection of them along the mid-
dle transversal axis of the design domain (Fig. 3). Additionally, the constraints are eval-
uated only on specific critical nodes and elements each time. Particularly, the displace-
ment is evaluated only on the upper middle node, whereas the manufacturing and stress 
constraints are evaluated locally in each finite element of the half-domain to ensure 
continuity and efficiently avoid local peak values. Compliance is evaluated as a global 
constraint for the total structure. 
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Fig. 3. Design domain Ωdes with (a) finite elements related to design variables and evaluation of 
manufacturing and principal stresses constraints, (b) critical node for displacement constraint, 

(c) symmetric domain. 

3.3 Results 

The following examples illustrate the practicality and versatility of the implementation 
by showcasing how input related to distinct parameters, such as glass composition and 
design strategies, affects the final outcome (Table 2). Regarding the glass composition, 
the most prevailing two types are applied: borosilicate and soda-lime glass. They share 
similar mechanical and structural properties, but they have considerably different ther-
mal properties [6] requiring different annealing durations for the same geometry. Par-
ticularly, borosilicate glass has significantly lower thermal expansion coefficient, thus, 
cooling down approximately three times faster than soda-lime glass (Table 3). 

All the examples share the same constraints, though adjusted to reflect the input 
conditions each time (Table 4). In this light, given that casting is applied, the value of 
the design tensile strength is compromised comparing to laminated glass because of 
casting defects and fracture mechanism risks [6]. Regarding the compliance constraint, 
different fractions are used based on the compliance of the full initial design domain. 
The rest of the input values related to the optimization are summarized in Table 5. 

Name a Glass composition Supports Cross section height (cm) 

BR-PN-30 Borosilicate Point 30 
SL-PN-30 Soda-lime Point 30 
BR-FX-30 Borosilicate Fixed 30 
BR-PN-40 Borosilicate Point 40 

a The acronyms refer to the glass composition (BR: Borosilicate / SL: Soda-lime); the edge 
support conditions (PN: Point / FX: Fixed); and the cross section height in cm. 

Table 2. Overview table with input conditions for each example. 

 
 Density 

(kg/m3) 
Pois-
son’s  
ratio 
(-) 

Annealing 
temperature 

range 
(K) 

Thermal  
expansion 
coefficient 

(1/K) 

Thermal  
conductivity 
(W/(m*K)) 

Specific 
heat 

capacity 
(J/(kg*K)) 

Borosilicate 2500 0.2 70 3.25*10-6 1.15 800 

Soda-lime 2500 0.2 68 8.5*10-6 1.06 870 

Table 3. Input values per glass composition. 
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Design 

tensile strength a 

(MPa) 

Design 
compressive 

strength  
(MPa) 

Displacement 

(m) 
Compliance b 

(kNm)  
Max. 

annealing time 
(s) 

6.4 
 

500 
0.0084 

(length/500) 

4 c0 = 0.0184 
(h = 0.30m) 

6.5 c0 = 0.0182 
(h = 0.40m) 

432000 
(5 days) 

a Calculated based on the German structural design standard in glass constructions 
(DIN18008), and additional compromises capturing potential casting defects applied ac-
cording to [6, 30]. 

b  The percentages related to the compliance fraction are defined through trial and error for 
each cross section size. They serve to guide the algorithm faster to feasible solutions [19], 
but are relaxed to avoid convergence to local minima.  

Table 4. Values used for constraints evaluation. 

 
Young’s 

modulus E 
(GPa) 

Young’s modulus 
lower bound E0 

(GPa) 

Penalization 
value p (-) 

Stress  
relaxation 

value q  
(-) a 

Maximum  
residual stress 

σres (MPa) 

Shape  
factor b 

(-) 

70 0.00001 3 2.8 1 0.3 

a The value used for the q exponent is defined following the approach in [19]. 

Table 5. Input values for optimization setup. 

As seen in Fig.4, the algorithm converges to clear shapes without large grey zones 
which would be difficult to interpret physically. Therefore, it yields realistic optimal 
results that have active all the constraints posed in the formulation.  

Among the different results, it is evident that the most influential input parameter is 
the support condition. Hence BR-FX-30 is the only shape variation which differs sub-
stantially from the first run BR-PN-30, whereas the rest can be observed as variations 
of the initial result. Therefore, the main design principles in all optimization runs with 
point supports stay the same. The resulting shapes consist of a main arc-shape part and 
a secondary lattice structure at the bottom that increases the total structural stiffness. 
Additionally, subtle nerves are developed on the top part of the arc to transfer the uni-
form loads effectively from the top surface to the load bearing structure.  
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Name Optimization Result a 
Volume 

(m3) 

Annealing 
time (hours 
: minutes) b 

BR-PN-30 0,690 35:00 

SL-PN-30 0,738 55:20 

BR-FX-30 0,419 18:30 

BR-PN-40 0,443 23:30 

Compact slab 
(h = 17 cm) 

0,821 
83:30 (BR) 
249:50 (SL) 

a The resulting shapes are illustrated in a black-white gradient that reflects the existence (black) 
or absence (white) of material according to the pseudo-density value of each finite element. 
b The estimated time refers only to the annealing phase proposed by [4] and not to the total 
cooling time needed. 

Fig. 4. Optimization results for different design input variations.  

However, there are small adjustments to effectively address the specific input situa-
tion in each case. Firstly, in SL-PN-30 the algorithm does not converge to a result with 
the main arc part as thick as in BR-PN-30, but it details it into a larger number of thinner 
elements. Therefore, the characteristic cross-sectional dimension of the geometry be-
comes smaller allowing for annealing time that lies inside the imposed limit, despite 
the higher thermal expansion coefficient of soda-lime glass.  

Additionally, in the case of a larger profile height (BR-PN- 40), a clearer formation 
of the main arc and the respective Y-shaped nerves is achieved. The outcome of this 
optimization run has the clearest boundary of all counterparts. The only variation that 
converges to a considerably different result than the initial arc shape is BR-FX-30. In 
this case, the structure is analyzed into three different parts: two cantilevers3 on the 
sides which support a lattice structure placed in the middle part. As earlier, small nerves 
are created between the different parts to transfer surface loads. Besides the slenderness 
of the individual elements, the performance of the component lies well inside the limi-
tations related to buckling, which is an important issue for glass articles and can lead to 
failure. 

All the optimization outcomes are considerably more lightweight compared to the 
reference slab, i.e. the thinnest full material slab that could be applied and still comply 

 
 

3  The geometry of the cantilevers resembles the shape of the classical MBB-Beam problem 
when similar boundary conditions are imposed [33]. 
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with the principal stresses and displacement restrictions (height = 0.17 m). Particularly, 
the volume reduction achieved through optimization ranges between 10-49% of the 
reference volume whereas the annealing time needed can be reduced by up to 78%. The 
heaviest outcome comes from the SL-PN-30 variation where, because of the soda lime 
glass composition, the resulting geometry consists of a larger number of elements com-
pared to BR-PN-30. This is caused by the high thermal expansion coefficient of soda 
lime glass that renders the thick cross sections not feasible to be annealed in the posed 
time limit and, thus, they must be analyzed in more elements, which eventually result 
in increased total structural volume. In contrast, the lighter outcome is related to the 
BR-FX- 30 variation accounting for almost one half of the volume of the reference slab. 
Besides the large number of elements in this case, the overall thinner dimensions de-
crease the overall mass and ensure better performance in terms of annealing time.  

In total, this exploration showcases the practicality of the implementation, since the 
algorithm maintains the design principles that correspond to the optimum result but 
adjusts the material distribution to respond to the different input conditions. Therefore, 
it can assist profoundly the design process altering the optimization outcome to meet 
the specific needs of each space while complying with the set of the posed criteria. 

4 Application 

4.1 Design strategy 

The optimization outcome from BR-FX-30 variation (Fig. 5) achieves the largest vol-
ume and annealing time reduction while at the same time performs efficiently regarding 
structural performance. Therefore, it is selected to be applied to the slab design. 

 

Fig. 5. Convergence diagram for the BR-FX-30 variation outcome selected. 
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Fig. 6. Design strategy diagram. 

To validate the structural performance of the geometry, the planar optimized cross 
section is translated into a 3-dimensional shape, through its extrusion along the y axis. 
The contribution of each finite element to the total volume is proportional to its contri-
bution to the structural stiffness during the optimization which is reflected to the re-
spective assigned values of the pseudo-densities. Therefore, the elements that corre-
spond to densities above 0.6 are extruded through the whole width, whereas elements 
with densities between 0.2-0.6 are only extruded through half of it. Lastly, the lami-
nated float glass sheets are applied on the upper surfaces of the components (Fig. 6).  

 

4.2 Structural evaluation 

The performance of the total structure, both the monolithic component and the float 
glass sheets on top, is evaluated with the use of Ansys software4. The factors which are 
evaluated are the displacement and principal stresses, regarding both tension and com-
pression. The results (Table 6) validate the optimization process since the values of all 
factors are well inside the allowable limits (Table 4). 
 

Displacement 

(m) 

Tensile stress 

(MPa) 

Compressive stress 

(MPa) 

0,00012 2,96 5,56 

Table 6. Results of structural verification with Ansys. 

 

 
 

4  Only one of the two monolithic glass components is evaluated structurally in Ansys since the 
two parts are assumed to perform individually. 
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4.3 Fabrication 

Although permanent steel molds are generally preferred for casting series of high-
precision glass elements, the geometrical complexity and customization of the TO ge-
ometries renders their use unsuitable in this case5, pointing towards the direction of 
using disposable molds as the most promising solution. Particularly, in glass art, large-
scale customized castings employ the lost wax technique to produce disposable silica 
plaster molds which are later used for kiln-casting the components [1]. Yet, this method, 
is unfavored in our case due to the lengthy, complex, and laborious mold fabrication 
process [31] as well as compromised dimensional accuracy.  

In this light, 3d printed sand molds, which are typically used for metal castings and 
are recently employed in castings of optimized concrete members [32], are suggested 
as a solution with large potential for complex glass applications to achieve lower overall 
cost, higher shape precision and fast fabrication process [2, 3, 8]. Additionally, they are 
water dissolvable facilitating the unmolding process, while the remaining sand can also 
be reused. Relevant research by TU Delft [8] already showcases the potential of using 
3d printed sand molds made with inorganic binders for kiln glass casting. However, it 
also highlights the need for further research to refine technical aspects, such as the 
identification of a coating that allows for a completely transparent surface quality [8], 
which reduces the need for post-processing and improves the shape precision. Some 
first promising results in this direction have been recently published by ETH [31], 
bringing us a step closer to the realization of such complex cast glass structures (Fig.7). 

 

 

Fig. 7. Visualization of the final outcome. 

 
 

5    Although multi-component steel molds can be made for the manufacturing of complex parts, 
they cannot produce undercuts because the mold must be eventually removed. 
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5 Conclusions 

This paper introduces a new integrated TO formulation combining structural and man-
ufacturing constraints within a unified nonlinear programming statement seeking to en-
able the design of feasible monolithic large cast glass structures. This can change com-
pletely the perception of glass as building material offering unique spatial qualities and 
enriching profoundly the vocabulary of architectural forms, by introducing aesthetic 
and structurally sound 3-dimensional glass structures.  

The developed formulation is versatile and robust to input alterations. This is show-
cased through the application of different input conditions regarding the glass compo-
sition and the design strategies, which proved that the proposed setting results into ro-
bust solutions that comply with all the imposed constraints. Considerably different 
shapes and volume reduction is achieved based on the glass type and the design strate-
gies applied. Volume reduction ranges between 10-49% compared to the optimal full-
material cross section, i.e. the thinnest slab ensuring sufficient structural performance. 
Similarly, annealing time is reduced up to 78% compared to the reference optimal slab, 
ultimately rendering the structures more feasible to manufacture.  

Overall, this study highlights the potential of using TO as a practical tool in the early 
design phase leading to better performing and non-intuitive architectural solutions. This 
diminishes the need for post-processing, shortening the design cycle and allowing for 
better interconnection between the different specialists involved in the building indus-
try. Future research may focus on incorporating to the formulation practical fabrication-
related limitations, such as minimum void dimension to ensure sufficient mold stiffness 
and integrating additional aspects, such as evaluation of the displacement of the upper 
laminated float glass sheets or evaluation of second-order structural effects. Moreover, 
additional design criteria can be considered, such as the establishment of areas in the 
geometry where the complexity of the form is restricted to allow for increased trans-
parency through minimizing the visual distortions. Finally, to evaluate and improve the 
accuracy of the developed algorithm, it is important that the numerical results are cou-
pled with mechanical tests on corresponding prototypes. The proposed implementation 
can be further expanded to other brittle materials, such as unreinforced concrete, and 
other fabrication methods, such as 3d printing. 
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